AN ACT to amend the education law, in relation to licensure of perfusionists

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, REPRESENTED IN SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS:

1 Section 1. Legislative findings. The legislature hereby finds and declares that the public interest requires the regulation of the practice of perfusion and the establishment of clear licensure standards for perfusionists; and that the health and welfare of the residents of the state will be protected by identifying to the public those individuals who are qualified and legally authorized to practice perfusion.

S 2. The education law is amended by adding a new article 134 to read as follows:

ARTICLE 134
LICENSED PERFUSIONISTS

SECTION 6630. DEFINITIONS. AS USED IN THIS ARTICLE: 1. THE TERM "PERFUSIONIST" MEANS A PERSON WHO IS LICENSED TO PRACTICE PERFUSION PURSUANT TO THIS ARTICLE.

2. THE TERM "REGISTERED PROGRAM" MEANS A PROGRAM FOR THE EDUCATION OF PERFUSIONISTS WHICH HAS BEEN REGISTERED BY THE DEPARTMENT OR DETERMINED BY THE DEPARTMENT TO BE THE SUBSTANTIAL EQUIVALENT.
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3. The term "perfusion" means the functions necessary for the support, treatment, measurement, or supplementation of the cardiovascular, circulatory or respiratory system or other organs, or a combination of those activities, and the functions necessary to ensure the safe management of physiologic functions by monitoring and analyzing the parameters of the systems under an order and under the supervision of a licensed physician or other authorized health care practitioner during and within the perfusion procedures, including:

A. The use of extracorporeal circulation, long-term cardiopulmonary support techniques including extracorporeal carbon dioxide removal and oxygenation, extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO), and associated therapeutic and diagnostic technologies;

B. Counterpulsation, ventricular assistance, autotransfusion, blood conservation techniques, myocardial and organ preservation, extracorporeal real life support, and isolated limb perfusion;

C. The use of techniques involving blood management, advanced life support, and other related functions;

D. The administration of pharmacological and therapeutic agents, blood products or anesthetic agents through the extracorporeal circuit or through an intravenous line as ordered by a physician or other authorized health care practitioner;

E. The performance and use of anticoagulation monitoring and analysis, physiologic monitoring and analysis, blood gas and chemistry monitoring and analysis, hematologic monitoring and analysis, hypothermia, hyperthermia, hemoconcentration and hemodilution, hemodialysis; and

F. The observation of signs and symptoms related to perfusion services, the determination of whether the signs and symptoms exhibit abnormal characteristics, and the implementation of appropriate reporting, perfusion protocols, or changes in or the initiation of emergency procedures under the supervision of a physician or authorized health care practitioner, unless the patient is in imminent danger and such consultation would lead to serious health impairment or death.

4. The term "committee" means the state committee for perfusion created by section sixty-six thousand three hundred thirty-three of this article.

S 6631. Licensure. 1. To qualify for licensure as a "licensed perfusionist", an applicant shall fulfill the following requirements:

A. Application: File an application with the department;

B. Education: Has successfully completed a baccalaureate or higher degree in perfusion registered by the department, or the substantial equivalent as determined by the department. An equivalent test is not acceptable as an alternative to an educational program;

C. Examination: Has obtained a passing score on examination acceptable to the department;

D. Age: At the time of application is at least twenty-one years of age;

E. Character: Be of good moral character as determined by the department;

F. Fee: Pay a fee determined by the department for an initial license and for each triennial registration period.

2. Until two years from the implementation of this article:

(I) Applicants may be licensed if they have practiced for five years in the past ten years with no disciplinary history and have passed a national certification examination acceptable to the committee and the department;

(II) Applicants may be licensed if they have been employed with no disciplinary history for five years in the past ten years in a cardiac
SURGICAL PROGRAM IN THE STATE ACCEPTABLE TO THE COMMITTEE AND THE DEPARTMENT;

(III) APPLICANTS WHO POSSESS CERTIFICATION FROM A NATIONAL CERTIFICATION ORGANIZATION ACCEPTABLE TO THE COMMITTEE AND THE DEPARTMENT MAY BE LICENSED IF THEY HAVE BEEN EMPLOYED FOR THREE OF THE PAST TEN YEARS WITH NO DISCIPLINARY HISTORY.

S 6632. PRACTICE OF PERFUSION AND USE OF TITLE "LICENSED PERFUSIONIST". ONLY A PERSON LICENSED OR EXEMPT UNDER THIS ARTICLE SHALL PRACTICE PERFUSION OR USE THE TITLE "LICENSED PERFUSIONIST".

S 6633. STATE COMMITTEE FOR PERFUSION. 1. A STATE COMMITTEE FOR PERFUSION SHALL BE APPOINTED BY THE BOARD OF REGENTS UPON THE RECOMMENDATION OF THE COMMISSIONER AS A COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD FOR MEDICINE TO ADVISE SOLELY IN MATTERS RELATING TO PERFUSION AND SHALL ASSIST ON MATTERS OF LICENSURE AND PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT IN ACCORDANCE WITH PARAGRAPH E OF SUBDIVISION ONE OF SECTION SIXTY-SIX HUNDRED THIRTY-ONE OF THIS ARTICLE. THE LICENSURE REQUIREMENTS FOR PERFUSIONISTS SHALL BE WAIVED FOR THE INITIAL COMMITTEE APPOINTEES, PROVIDED THAT SUCH APPOINTEES SHALL BE LICENSED WITHIN ONE YEAR OF FOLLOWING THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS ARTICLE.

2. THE COMMITTEE SHALL CONSIST OF SEVEN INDIVIDUALS, TO BE COMPOSED OF THE FOLLOWING:
   A. FOUR LICENSED PERFUSIONISTS;
   B. TWO LICENSED PHYSICIANS SPECIALIZING IN THORACIC SURGERY; AND
   C. ONE EDUCATOR WHO HOLDS A DOCTORATE OR EQUIVALENT DEGREE.

S 6634. LIMITED PERMITS. 1. ELIGIBILITY. A PERSON WHO FULFILLS ALL REQUIREMENTS FOR LICENSURE AS A PERFUSIONIST EXCEPT THAT RELATING TO THE EXAMINATION SHALL BE ELIGIBLE FOR A LIMITED PERMIT.

2. LIMIT OF PRACTICE. A PERMITTEE SHALL BE AUTHORIZED TO PRACTICE AS A PERFUSIONIST ONLY UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF A LICENSED PERFUSIONIST.

3. DURATION. A LIMITED PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE ONE YEAR FROM THE DATE OF ISSUANCE OR TEN DAYS AFTER NOTIFICATION BY THE DEPARTMENT OF THE RESULTS OF THE FIRST EXAMINATION FOR WHICH THE APPLICANT IS ELIGIBLE. A LIMITED PERMIT SHALL BE EXTENDED FOR ONE ADDITIONAL YEAR FOR GOOD CAUSE AS DETERMINED BY THE DEPARTMENT.

4. FEES. THE FEE FOR EACH LIMITED PERMIT SHALL BE ONE HUNDRED FIVE DOLLARS.

S 6635. CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION. THE COMMITTEE AND THE DEPARTMENT SHALL ESTABLISH REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTINUING COMPETENCY, INCLUDING CONTINUING EDUCATION IN REGULATION, THAT ARE CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE REGULATIONS IN OTHER PROFESSIONS REGULATED UNDER THIS TITLE.

S 6636. ENDORSEMENT AND EXEMPTIONS. 1. ENDORSEMENT. PERFUSIONISTS CURRENTLY LICENSED IN ANOTHER STATE MAY BE LICENSED BY ENDORSEMENT, PROVIDING THE REQUIREMENTS FOR LICENSURE IN SUCH OTHER STATE EQUAL OR EXCEED THE REQUIREMENTS FOR LICENSURE PURSUANT TO THIS ARTICLE.

2. EXEMPTIONS. LICENSEES IN PROFESSIONS REGULATED UNDER THIS TITLE ARE EXEMPT FROM THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ARTICLE TO THE EXTENT THAT THE ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES ALSO FALL WITHIN THE SCOPE OF PRACTICE OF SUCH PROFESSIONS.

S 3. This act shall take effect three years after it shall have become a law; provided, however, that effective immediately, the addition, amendment and/or repeal of any rule or regulation necessary for the implementation of this act on its effective date are authorized and directed to be made and completed on or before such effective date.